[Garcia e! al., this issue].
Our objectives in this paper are several. We first examine in section 2 the meteorological rocket wind and temperature data to determine data quality and what features represent real atmospheric fluctuations. In section 3 we define the mean and low-frequency character of the lower and middle atmosphere mean wind fields during the August 1994 CADRE campaign. This effort utilizes rocket data collected at Alcantara, Brazil during the CADRE/MALTED campaign, radar data spanning a range of equatorial and subtropical latitudes, and HRDI data extending to 70øN and 70øS. Diurnal tide and 2-day wave winds and temperatures and their variability are examined and intercompared in section 4. Section 5 examines the character of the motion field at smaller scales, the relations between zonal and meridional velocities, the momentum fluxes accompanying these motions, and their correlations with the local mean winds and shears. Our results are summarized in section 6. Temperature profiles were obtained in a similar manner, but using 17 velocity and 19 acceleration values for density estimates and, assuming a hydrostatic atmosphere, integrating downward from a reference temperature at the acquisition altitude (above 90 km). Additionally, we found the Atlas temperature profiles to exhibit considerably more small-scale structure than those obtained with the NASA tracking system because of the operational configuration of the Atlas system. To suppress the temperature differences introduced by the different tracking schemes, we also employed a triangular weighted vertical smoothing with a full width at half maximum of 3 km. The resulting temperature profiles for those soundings for which both radars were operational are shown together in Figure 2 . While there is considerably less vertical structure at small scales than present in the wind profiles, the larger-scale features in these profiles compare well up to altitudes of ,,,80 km in most cases, with this agreement extending to ,,,90 km in a few instances. Like the wind data, temperatures are not considered valid above ,,,90 km because of the increasing uncertainties at these altitudes.
Rocket Data Analysis and Discussion
As noted for the velocity data, the temperature data also display features at large and intermediate scales 
Mean Winds and Low-Frequency Variability
We now employ the rocket and correlative satellite and radar data sets to examine the mean and low- •.
• " ' h•., There are, of course, differences between these profiles when examined in detail. As examples, the zonal wind maximum below 70 km is considerably stronger in the rocket wind profile than in the HRDI monthly mean, while the negative and positive maxima at greater altitudes are both larger in magnitude and displaced downward in the rocket data compared to the HRDI wind In all cases, rapid phase descent suggests relatively long vertical wavelengths of ~50 km or more above ~85 km.
To examine the equatorial wave sCructures at higher frequencies more closely, we display in profiles can be attributed to tidal structures, and we must be careful to infer these motions only in data sets having adequate temporal resolution.
Also seen in the higher-resolution data shown in Figure 9 is evidence of motions with frequencies higher than previously discussed. Both zonal and meridional time series reveal motions having periods of ~2 to 3 days, with the shorter period most pronounced in the meridional wind data. These data show the •2-day motion to be largely confined to the earlier part of the MALTED campaign.
The zonal and meridional wind spectra shown in Figure 10 are all normalized to half the peak amplitude of the diurnal response in the zonal wind and exhibit additional peaks at all of the frequencies discussed above. Specifically, the zonal wind spectrum for Christmas Island has a significant maximum at ~2.7 days and a broader, though less significant enhancement at ~7 days. The Adelaide and Hawaii spectra likewise show significant enhancements near 5 and 16 days and from •2 to 5 days, respectively, though the individual maxima do not have the same significance as those at higher frequencies. Meridional wind spectra, by comparison, display very little variance at periods longer than two days, thus confirming the significance of the broader enhancements in the zonal wind spectra at lower frequencies. 
Tidal and 2-Day Wave Structures
Apart from the zonal motions at planetary wave frequencies, the motions accounting for the greatest spectral variances in Figure 10 Thus, a definitive determination of whether the diurnal tide is convectively unstable in the equatorial mesosphere must await a more complete set of correlative measurements able to define both the tidal structures and the gravity wave motions with which they interact and superpose.
Summary and Conclusions
We have presented an analysis of wind and temperature data collected by rockets at Alcantara, Brazil, by MF and MST radars at Hawaii, Christmas Island, Adelaide, and Jicamarca, and by HRDI onboard UARS during the CADRE/MALTED campaign conducted in August 1994. The objectives of the campaign were to define the mean structure and low-frequency variability with altitude, to examine the tidal variability at planetary wave periods, and to evaluate the contributions of the various wave motions to instability processes within the equatorial middle atmosphere.
A combination of radar, rocket, and HRDI data con- 
